
 
 
 

  

Executive Summary 
 

Top news: weaker Equities to start the year, awaiting CPI this week – last week, equities started 2024 on the 
retracement path as indeed, following the strong Q4 rally, most market technicals are now Overbought (see the CNN 
Fear & Greed index on the next page). In this context, investors are trying to assess the resilience of the economy, the 
likelihood of inflation falling to the FED’s 2% target, while wondering if the 5 to 6 twenty-five basis points rate cuts 
expected this year are justified. Last week saw many releases to start fueling this debate, with the FED minutes on 
Wednesday, confirming the likelihood of rate cuts in 2024 yet without any indication on timing (hence seen as slightly 
hawkish), JOLTS job openings coming in on the low side, and Non-Farm payrolls on Friday, which beat expectations 
strongly (216k vs 168k exp.), yet did so thanks to strong contributions from Government hires and part-time jobs, while 
the labor force decreased substantially (year-end retirements) and previous months were also revised down markedly. 
Last Friday also saw a negative print for the ISM Services PMI (50.6 vs 52.5 exp.). This week, markets will focus on 
the US CPI on Thursday with Core expected to slow from +0.3% last month to +0.2% MoM, while Headline could nudge 
up from +0.1% to +0.2%. Friday will see initial earnings for US banks (Wells Fargo, Citi, Bk of America and JP Morgan). 
  

Equity: last week, the Nasdaq100 lost circa -3%, the S&P500 -1.5% and the EuroStoxx50 -1.3%. We expect further dips 
(minus 5-7%) during Q1, which could be bought, as medium term, equities are well valued, yet not overextended yet. 
 

Fixed Income: yields bounced back last week on the slightly hawkish FED minutes. They remain a bit Oversold and 
we would expect further countertrend resilience into February, perhaps early March. Yields could then drop again. 
  

FOREX: the US Dollar has also seen a slight rebound, following yields in their rebound, as well as thanks to some flight 
to safety, as risk assets started to retrace. We also expect this countertrend bounce to last a bit longer into mid Q1. 
 

Commodities: Brent has also been bouncing, could hold up a few more weeks, yet then probably drops into the Spring 
and towards the 60s $/barrel. Gold may continue to retrace into February, perhaps back to below 2’000, maybe 1’950. 
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Equity Focus: Overbought short term, yet valuations and allocations not extreme 
 

The CNN Fear and Greed Index (top-left graph) was back in Overbought territory and may have started to retrace last week. 
Such set-backs can last several weeks at least. Longer term however, while valuations are historically back at 1 standard 
deviation above their long term average, they are still well off their 2000 or 2021 highs (top-right graph). This is also the case 
for Portfolio positioning as shown by the Bank of America private client equity holdings as % of AuMs (bottom-left graph). 
Finally, with Money Markets having added circa 1 trillion USD since last March, there are now circa 6 trillion of cash 
ammunition (bottom-right graph) to sustain risk assets if Central Banks effectively start to ease and cash remuneration falls.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Notes:  
 

1. Trend last 6 months: this Primis original algorithm, weighs the slope of the trend over the last 6 months vs the slope of the trend over the last 
3 months yet factorised by the Fibonacci retracement ratio (0.618).  Values are normalised using the average price over each period. If this 
combined slope is above +0.05% the trend is then “up”, below -0.05% then “down”, otherwise it is “neutral”. 

2. Overbought (OB) / Oversold (OS) measures: this Primis original algorithm is computed by comparing the difference between the 8 days 
moving average and the 100 days combined with the 3 days vs the 15 days one and normalises this difference by dividing it by the 1 year 
standard deviation (circa 260 open market days). Values above 225% or under -225% are Overbought “OB”, resp. Oversold “OS”, values above 
100% or under -100% are “slightly OB”, resp. “slightly OS”, otherwise there is no relevant exaggeration and the situation is then “neutral”.  

 

Disclaimer: The information in this document is being provided for general market commentary and information purposes. This document does 
not constitute a solicitation or offer, or recommendation to acquire or dispose of any investment or to engage in any other transaction. Any reference 
to a transaction, trade, position, holding, security, market, or level is purely meant to educate readers about possible opportunities and risks in the 
marketplace and are not meant to imply that any person or entity should take any action whatsoever without first evaluating such action(s) in light 
of their own situation either on their own or through a professional advisor. If a person or entity does not believe they are qualified to make such 
decisions, they should seek professional advice. The prices listed are for reference only and are in no way intended to represent an actual trade. 
This information is not a substitute for professional advice of any nature, including tax, legal, and financial. While we believe the information 
contained herein to be accurate, all numbers should be verified by the reader through independent sources. Primis Investment (Suisse) SA assumes 
no responsibility for errors or omissions in the contents of this document. In no event shall Primis Investment (Suisse) SA be liable for any special, 
direct, indirect, consequential, or incidental damages or any damages whatsoever, whether in an action of contract, negligence, or other tort, arising 
out of or in connection with the contents of this document or any related services. Trading securities, options, futures, or any other security involves 
risk and can result in the immediate and substantial loss of the capital invested. Every reader/recipient is responsible for his or her own investment 
decisions. Primis Investment (Suisse) SA reserves the right to make additions, deletions, or modifications to the contents of this document and 
related services at any time without prior notice. 
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